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ABSTRACT

Public administration and management (PAM) scholars have long recognized that financial

resources are the lifeblood of public organizations. Less appreciated is how the study of

public financial management (PFM) can inform the theory, research, and practice of PAM

broadly. In this article, we argue that PFM research brings a variety of conceptual, analytical,

and empirical insights to bear on some of public administration and management’s timeless

questions. To illustrate this claim, we synthesize findings from a variety of research across

the PFM subfield.

INTRODUCTION

Financial resource availability shapes many of the outcomes that matter to public admin-

istration, including the effectiveness of public service delivery networks (Provan and

Milward 1995), the decision to undertake management reforms (Moynihan 2005), perfor-

mance implications of managers’ networking activities (Meier and O’Toole 2003), and

nonprofits’ decisions to pursue ‘‘entrepreneurial’’ activities (LeRoux 2005), among many

others. But how financial resources are managed—what we call public financial manage-

ment (PFM)—receives little attention outside the PFM subfield. Public administration and

management (PAM) scholars are keenly aware of how and why financial resources matter.

But aside from some noteworthy exceptions (Hou 2006; Hou and Moynihan 2008; Krause

and Douglas 2005; Thompson and Gates 2007), research on PFM’s traditional concerns—

governmental accounting and auditing, debt policy and management, revenue forecasting,

tax administration, public procurement, and others—rarely appears in mainstream PAM

outlets. To a large degree, the opposite is also true: Many PFM specialists relegate the

political, organizational, and institutional contexts of their own work to the periphery. Over

time, these tendencies have fostered an intellectual bifurcation between PAM and PFM

that, we believe, is both unfortunate and unnecessary. This is especially true in our current

financial environment, in which governments around the world are taking on unprece-

dented levels of debt, ownership of previously private industry, and other financial risks

and responsibilities. Now, more than ever, speaking truth to power means being able to talk

about dollars and cents.
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Our central claim is two-fold: PAM can benefit from more careful attention to the

implications of research on traditional PFM topics, and the connections between the

two could be much tighter if PFM scholars paid more careful attention to decidedly

PAM concepts and theories. To advance this claim, we synthesize and characterize care-

fully selected PFM research that, in our view, illustrates how PFM research can bring new

perspectives to three timeless PAM questions: (1) What is the proper role of administrative

expertise in democratic institutions? (2) How do we manage public organizations to

achieve the best outcomes? and (3) How do public organizations adapt to their changing

environments? These are not the only questions upon which PFM has something to offer

PAM. Rather, they are the questions where the connections between PFM and PAM were

most obvious to us and where those connections could be explicated in a limited space.

WHAT IS THE PROPER ROLE OF ADMINISTRATIVE EXPERTISE IN DEMOCRATIC
INSTITUTIONS?

A key area of inquiry within PAM is the reconciliation of nonrepresentative administrative

expertise and its values of efficiency and effectiveness, with democratic legitimacy and its

values of representation, fairness, and responsiveness (see Finer 1961; Friedrich 1940;

Lowi 1969; Mashaw 1985; Simon 1946; Waldo 1948; Wilson 1887).1 Research in this area

often focuses on the activities of public administrators, usually executive generalists, within

the policy process and on the efforts of elected officials to influence managerial practices

(see Aberbach and Rockman 2000; Heclo 1977; Svara 2001). PFM is especially well po-

sitioned to expand our understanding of administrative expertise within democratic insti-

tutions because few other subfields in PAM have as much claim to technical expertise and

are as well developed to address the effects of complex technical activity on political and

organizational functions.

As yet, however, PFM scholarship has not fulfilled its potential to enhance our under-

standing in this area. An important reason for this unfulfilled potential is that PFM is often

perceived within PAM as fundamentally rational, technocratic, and arcane—the realm

of technical expertise, far removed from the political side of the politics-administration

heuristic (Miller 1991). There are, of course, noted exceptions, such as the well-developed

and respected literature of budgetary politics (see Gosling 2006; Key 1940; Rubin 1993;

Wildavsky 1964). However, research into other contemporary issues in PFM can offer sig-

nificant opportunities to better understand the role of administrative expertise in democratic

institutions. We provide three suggestions for further research to advance this line of

discussion.

Communication of Technical Information to Elected Officials and the Public

Many areas of PFM, such as accounting, cash management, and debt financing, utilize

a highly technical and specific language. Public managers act to bridge the language

1 Although this area of inquiry is distinctlyWestern with its focus on administration within democratic institutions, it

may also apply to nondemocratic institutions. The central concern is reconciling the authority of administrative

expertise with the authority of position or office. The underlying logic is that administrative expertise has special claim

to efficiency and effectiveness but that legitimacy, a primary concern for all public organizations, is obtained from the

position or office.
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barriers between the technical terminology of financial expertise and the world of electoral

politics and civic engagement (Nalbandian 2005). Successful financial managers are ex-

perts at translating technical knowledge into information that can have a significant impact

on the decisions of public officials (Hildreth 1996). But in the world of politics, information

is asymmetric, such that access to financial information is certain to advantage some in-

terests (e.g., those of executive administrators, budget officials, committee members, and

professionals including accountants and auditors) over others. Although public officials

have greater access to financial information or a more sophisticated understanding of

widely accessible information, research into the communication of financial information

can help PAM scholars better understand how the technical information is used in policy

making given such asymmetries. For example, some complexities in financial management

may exist merely due to historical convention within the financial community rather than

for technical or political reasons. This research could further help PAM scholars better

understand why more appropriate technical solutions, such as the adoption of competitive

municipal bond sales, have not been adopted as one may expect in light of the empirical

literature (Simonsen and Kittredge 1998). It would also provide a basis for establishing

new standards of communicating financial information and making information readily

accessible.

Balancing Administrative Values of Efficiency and Effectiveness with Democratic
Values of Equity and Fairness

Though PFM is often viewed as a subfield concerned almost exclusively with administra-

tive concepts of efficiency and effectiveness, PFM scholarship is well positioned to

improve our understanding of the democratic ideals of responsiveness and equity in public

administration.2 In fact, PFM scholarship has a long tradition of research on concepts of

equity—including, for example, that on how to justify revenue instruments (i.e., the ben-

efits and the ability-to-pay principles) and how to promote vertical and horizontal equity in

tax burdens (see Brunori 2001; Musgrave and Musgrave 1973; Pechman 1985; Reese

1980).

One aspect of equity in PFM that has not been examined in PAM scholarship is con-

cern over the effects of administrative actions on future generations. Although Frederickson

(1990, 1994) discusses intergenerational equity as one aspect of social equity, PAM at large

has not paid sufficient attention to intergenerational equity. Some research in PFM focuses

on improving the awareness and responsiveness of governments to issues of intergenera-

tional equity. Frameworks and practical rules have been developed that shed light on the

size of intergenerational burdens (Auerbach, Kotlikoff, and Gokhale 1994). Increasing the

awareness and responsiveness of governments to these issues, and making these issues

more transparent, can improve governmental accountability (Mead 2002).3 For example,

what is the impact on future generations when administrators defer maintenance during

budget shortfalls? Such research can help further discussions on normative concerns over

equitable administration in PAM scholarship (see Etzioni 1993; Frederickson 1980;

2 Frederickson (1990) recalls his effort at Minnowbrook I to elevate the notion of social equity that it should have

‘‘the same status as economy and efficiency as values . . . to which public administration should adhere’’(228).

3 Regens and Lauth (1992) and Marlowe (2007) touch on the intergenerational concerns related to debt issuance and

Other Post-Employment Benefits obligations, respectively.
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Nalbandian 1991; Stivers 1994; Stone 1988) and to expand PFM interests in understanding

all the relevant factors involved in financial decisions.

Maintaining Accountability in Government through Financial Reporting

The transparency and accessibility of public information in the promotion and maintenance

of public sector accountability is a central concern to PAM scholars. PFM provides a par-

ticularly insightful context to investigate administrative accountability through research

into the development and implementation of financial reporting standards and the creation

and use of financial statements. Research into financial reporting may be helpful in better

understanding the way accountability mechanisms are adopted and diffused through public

organizations.

In the United States, public sector financial accounting standards are developed by the

Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) and the Federal Accounting Standards

Advisory Boards (FASAB). Over the past three decades, these standards boards have

sought to improve the standards of governmental accounting and financial reporting that

would result in consistent and useful information for financial report users (Kravchuk and

Voorhees 2001). In developing accounting standards for state and local government, GASB

has engaged in an open decision-making process that encourages broad participation. Its

due process procedures are designed to permit a timely, thorough, and open study of lim-

itations and obstacles. Notwithstanding broad participation in the decision-making process,

however, the adoption of accounting standards has been met with institutional resistance,

more so if they are expected to alter existing power relationships (Carpenter and Feroz,

2001). Moreover, much of the participation was limited to accounting professionals

and those with a vested interest in the municipal bond market including investors, credit

rating agencies, and insurers (Harris 2005; Rose 2000).

Nonetheless, PAM scholars could learn more about legitimatized forms of account-

ability through further investigation into the development of accounting standards, the use

of financial reports, and the role of external accounting standards boards.

HOW DO WE MANAGE PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS TO ACHIEVE THE BEST OUTCOMES?

Another central area of inquiry within PAM is the effect of managerial actions on orga-

nizational outcomes (see Gulick 1937; Meier 1989; Rainey and Steinbauer 1999; Simon

1946; Taylor 1911). In particular, recent years have seen a global revolution of govern-

mental reforms that aim for achieving better outcomes for lower expenditures (OECD

1995; Peters 1996; US General Accounting Office 1995). Some countries like Australia

and Sweden have focused on empowering public managers to better serve citizens by pro-

viding ‘‘quality as the customer defines it’’ (Barzelay and Armajani 1992). Others such as

Britain have followed rational choice economists in privatizing or contracting out public

programs (Savas 1982). Still others like the United States have sometimes looked at both

sets of these approaches (Clinton and Gore 1995; Kettl 1997; Milward and Provan 2000;

O’Toole 1997b; Peters and Pierre 1998). The driving idea behind these outcome-oriented

reforms has been ‘‘managerialism’’ (Boston et al. 1996; Kettl 1997; Salamon

2002)—which holds that organizational rigidity of traditional bureaucratic hierarchy

should be replaced with flexibility of network settings; emphases on structure and process

should be replaced with a focus on outcomes; and the authority of command and control

should be replaced with market-style competition.
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PFM scholarship may be particularly equipped to assist in the study of these alterna-

tive forms of service provision because they are deeply grounded in theories of financial

management—growing, in part, from suspicions of budget maximization (Blais and Dion

1991; Downs 1967; Niskanen 1971)—and are closely connected to budgetary reforms to

make public organizations ‘‘work better and cost less.’’ To achieve this goal, Kettl (1997)

argues that the reform should be carefully connected to core governmental processes like

budgeting, in which the goal is moved from demand-driven government to results-driven

government, with a profound shift from a focus on inputs (how much should we spend?) to

outputs (what activities do we carry out with the input?) and ultimately to outcomes (what

consequences do they produce?). This path of budgetary change, however, is not all new.

There have been reiterative budget reforms throughout the decades (Joyce 1993), and the

ongoing efforts are continuously captured in the development of the PFM literature

(Mullins and Pagano 2005).

The following paragraphs present three areas of research where PFM scholars may

further our understanding of current and future efforts to improve the performance of public

organizations.

Developing Valid Performance Measures

There is a natural symbiosis between PFM practices and performance management. In par-

ticular, scholarship in PAM intersects with PFM scholarship because contemporary budget

systems incorporate essential information on organizational outputs and outcomes. As

such, PFM has and can continue to meaningfully inform theory and practice in performance

management, especially in the development of valid performance indicators.

Many standard measures of financial performance—including bond rating, tax load,

debt burden, surplus, and revenue forecast accuracy—are good indicators of overall orga-

nizational performance (Ridley and Simon 1943). Enduring as measures of ‘‘good govern-

ment,’’ financial indicators have served as dependent variables in research on public

performance that spans a wide range of disciplines. They are valid indicators of organi-

zational performance in that governments and agencies flourish or perish as financial con-

ditions vary. In this sense, financial indicators are well suited to assist in answering whether

management matters in public organizations—a major research question in PAM for at

least a decade (Brudney, O’Toole, and Rainey 2000).

PAM scholars, however, must be cautious in using financial indicators to ensure that

they are valid measures of the construct of interest. For example, PAM scholars sometimes

take an entity’s ‘‘fund balance’’ as a measure of fiscal health. If not precisely operation-

alized, however, ‘‘fund balance’’ takes on different meanings depending on the accounting

method used to calculate it; it is not necessarily the case that better organizational perfor-

mance yields higher fund balances. Further research into financial indicators will prove to

be of use to PAM scholars seeking to identify reliable and valid measures of organizational

performance.

Attempts to Improve Service Delivery Methods to Achieve Better Outcomes

One of the most notable developments in public administration over the past 30 years has

been the increased attention to alternative methods of public service delivery, which rep-

resents an array of approaches ranging from privatizing service provision, to franchising,
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contracting, volunteerism, tax expenditures, self-service, or service coproduction, etc.

(Boyne 1998; Martin 2000; Salamon 2002; Savas 1981). One of the motivations behind

the expanse of alternative service delivery is the promise of enhanced efficiency and

reduced spending in the face of a ‘‘recurring financial crisis in American cities’’ in

1980s (Savas 1981).

PFM scholarship is particularly well positioned to evaluate claims of cost effective-

ness in alternative service delivery. As of yet, PFM scholarship has been cautious about the

oft-stated fiscal motivations of alternative service delivery (Holcombe 1991; Mullins and

Pagano 2005; Mullins and Zorn 1999; Stiefel et al. 1999; Wisniewski 1991). Actually, the

trend over the 1990s was toward a reintegration of previously contracted service back into

the public workforce due to problems with service quality, unfulfilled expectations for

cost savings, improved internal capacity, and difficulties in performance monitoring

(Frederickson and Frederickson 2006) and contract specification (Warner and Hefetz

2004). PFM scholars should have a continued position of advantage in this line of inquiry

because of their interest in budgetary processes, tax expenditure practices, and financial

reporting to examine the effectiveness of continual attempts to innovate service delivery

methods in order to achieve promises of great efficiency and cost reductions.

Balancing Acceptable Levels of Risk with Desired Rewards

Efforts to maximize organizational effectiveness often involve a balance between risks of

failure and promises of returns. Public administrators and elected officials often view risks

and returns differently. Many of the risks and returns in PFM are much easier to identify

than in other areas for PAM. When financial managers invest their government’s idle cash,

they know it is necessary to balance liquidity risks, market risks, and default risks, among

others. Similar dynamics exist in capital financing decisions and other areas of PFM. In

contrast, the risks and return in political institutions are not always as easily identified.

Consider the recent San Diego pension crisis and the willingness of elected officials to

risk long-term financial solvency to achieve short-term political returns (Lowenstein

2008). The current derivative-based crisis and alleged-illegal activity in Jefferson County,

Alabama, demonstrates a similar trade-off between political and technical risks and

rewards (Whitmire and Nossiter 2008). Because the control and utilization of financial

resources are often essential to achieve political returns, PFM is an ideal environment

to study the process and effect of demands for organizational and political returns in public

institutions. For example, Hou and Moynihan (2008) discuss how states create institutional

rules to constrain political choices in ways that avoid the temptation of short-term gain

versus long-term health.

HOW DO PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS ADAPT TO THEIR CHANGING ENVIRONMENTS?

The final area that we highlight in this article is the effect of environment conditions and

external stakeholders on the management of public organizations (see Gaus 1947; Kaufman

1960; Riggs 1967; Selznick 1949; Thompson 1967). Much of the PAM literature seeks to

understand the role of public administrators within a rapidly changing environment, such as

changing policies (Pressman and Wildavsky 1984), changing legal standards (Rohr 2002),

or changing governance structures (Agranoff and McGuire 2003; Frederickson, Johnson,

and Wood 2001; Kettl 2002; Lynn, Heinrich, and Hill 2000). Another aspect of
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environmental change is reflected in the continued attention in the PAM literature to gov-

ernmental reforms and administrative actions (e.g., Brownlow Commission; National

Performance Review).4

PFM provides a rich environment to develop potential insights into how public organ-

izations adapt to their environments. Though PFM functions are often considered an in-

ternal technical function within public organizations, nearly every function studied by

PFM—accounting, auditing, budgeting, revenue collection, debt management, forecasting—

occurs with significant contact with external organizations and actors. Many of these

exchanges profoundly affect public organizations. When seeking to acquire large capital

assets, for example, public organizations often interact with credit rating agencies, investment

banks, financial advisors, individual and institutional investors, and other professional organ-

izations (e.g., the Government Finance Officers Association). In most cases, the accounting

practices of public organizations are dictated by quasi-governmental entities.5 Furthermore,

there are interjurisdictional issues in PFM as multiple taxing entities often rely on the same

tax base; for example, cities, counties, and school districts all rely on the same homeowners

for the property tax.

The following paragraphs describe how PFM may help expand our understanding of

public organizational adaptation in changing environments by examining how PFM could

address PAM interest in governmental reforms and in the increasing relevance of collab-

orative forms of governance.

The Relationship between Government Reform and Administrative Actions

The relationship between governmental reform and administrative action over the past sev-

eral decades has been deliberate and substantial. In the early 1900s, the Progressive move-

ment inspired a series of reforms in PFM that had, and continue to have, significant bearing

on organizational management. The connections between normative ideals of good gov-

ernance and PFM are clearly evident in Progressive Era strategies to improve financial

transparency and to limit the inappropriate use of public funds by elected officials. Later,

concerns over administrative effectiveness, particularly output-based efficiency, were

taken up by the Brownlow Commission, and the result was the early movement of perfor-

mance budgeting. Soon after, a long-range planning perspective to strategic management

necessitated the introduction of the planning-programming-budgeting (PPB) system

(Schick 1966). PPB advocates highlighted its systematic, comprehensive, prospective,

and outcome-oriented approach. Most recently, normative claims on the inefficiency of

government institutions have given rise to a variety of budgeting strategies that are ex-

pected to rationalize the budget allocation process. One key component of this latest move-

ment is the use of performance data to inform budgetary allocations. So-called

performance-based budgeting (PBB) incorporates performance objectives and program-

matic results (effectiveness) into budget systems (Brown 2003). Implementation of

PBB at the state and federal levels is widespread, though its impact on governance remains

ambiguous (Joyce 1993; Willoughby and Melkers 2000).

4 March and Olsen (1983) provide a thoughtful review and observations based on 12major attempts at administrative

reforms in the 20th century.

5 The GASB in the case of state and local governments in the United States; the Financial Accounting Standards

Board in the case of nonprofits in the United States; and the FASAB in the case of the US Federal Government.
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Scholars of PAM have amassed a body of work on the implications of management

networks, collaborative governance, and government by contract (see Agranoff and

McGuire 2003; Hill and Lynn 2005; Kettl 2005; Lynn, Heinrich, and Hill 2000; Milward

and Provan 2000; O’Toole 1997a; Peters and Pierre 1998), whereas experts in PFM have

examined the implementation and implications of PBB (see Bourdeux 2008; Jordan and

Hackbart 1999; Melkers and Willoughby 1998, 2001; Willoughby and Melkers 2004).

However, questions of how new service delivery mechanisms interact with new strategies

for allocating and managing resources remain unanswered. These streams of research must

cross-fertilize if we are to seriously examine administrative action as it is now framed.

Understanding the Open System Nature of Governmental Activities

Recognizing the open-system nature of governmental activities leads to a focus on an

organization’s unique environment and its dependency on that environment (Feiock

2004; Katz and Kahn 1966; Pfeffer and Salancik 1978). Networks, collaboration, and feed-

back from external actors are part of the environment that managers face. PAM scholars

have begun to better understand the implications of management networks and collabora-

tive governance on public organizations and on the delivery of public goods (see Agranoff

and McGuire 2003; Hill and Lynn 2005; Kettl 2005; Lynn, Heinrich, and Hill 2000; Mil-

ward and Provan 2000; O’Toole 1997a; Peters and Pierre 1998); however, there has been

little input into collaborative management and networking from PFM scholarship. The re-

ality is, as noted above, that most of PFM’s areas of inquiry are characterized by a number

of external stakeholders that engage with and influence the organization through PFM func-

tions. Scholarship focusing on the debt management function and debt management net-

works provides important insights. Unstable networks tend to show faster learning,

whereas stable networks ‘‘breed insularity’’ (Miller 1993, 55).

Studying collaborative management in PFM functions may also yield new insights to

PFM scholars into the nature of financial control, influences in decision making, and other

matters of interest in PFM scholarship. For example, policy problems and solutions are

increasingly resistant to jurisdictionally based responses, and collaborative arrangements

are increasingly common strategies in response to those problems—but our traditional rev-

enue and expenditure structures are jurisdictionally based, and we know little about how

financial resources are accounted for and collected in order to finance extrajurisdictional

activities.

CONCLUSION

The current financial crisis has forced public organizations around the world to cut budgets,

restructure service delivery strategies, reset priorities, and assume enormous new financial

responsibilities. This experience reminds us of the centrality of financial resources to public

service delivery, a centrality that PAM scholars respect and understand. The key point of

this article is that the management of public financial resources can inform PAM in here-

tofore underappreciated or unrecognized ways. We point out how research on some of

PFM’s key concerns—accounting and financial reporting, auditing, fiscal policymaking,

cost analysis, cash management, and others—can inform some of PAM’s classic and con-

temporary questions. PFM offers analytical tools, measurement strategies, observable man-

agement practices, conceptual frameworks, and other tools of substantial value to future
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PAM research. We hope this discussion helps PAM and PFM scholars better understand

what they can offer one another.
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